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About Collective Voice

• About me
• Set up following closure of DrugScope and the NTA
• Focused on policy and advocacy
• Phase 2
• Small…but perfectly formed



Key priorities

• Advocacy and policy
• Sector engagement and 

leadership

http://www.turning-point.co.uk/
http://www.changing-lives.org.uk/
http://www.cranstoun.org/
http://www.edp.org.uk/
https://www.humankindcharity.org.uk/
http://www.phoenix-futures.org.uk/


Alcohol harms – ripple effect
1. Individual

I. Health – physical and mental
2. Family

I. Stress/strain
II. Money

3. Community
1. Crime / ASB

4. Society
I. Cost



The state’s response pre 2013
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The state’s response post 2013
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Where we are now

600,000 people need help -
Fewer than 1 in 5 people in need of 

alcohol treatment get it



Funding and commissioning
Main drivers of change: HSCA 2012 and austerity

Less money in the system:

• Year-on-year cuts to PH budget 2013 onwards. £700m lost since 
2014/15.

• Per head PH spending decreased by 1/4 since 2015/16

• No obvious protected funding stream on the horizon (BRR, 
potential loss of ring-fence)



Effects
• State of the Sector report: “funding cuts are already affecting the 
quality of services; we have passed a tipping point”

• Alcohol Concern: cuts to local alcohol services range from 10% to 
58% and cites decreasing workforce morale and loss of essential 
outreach services as results

• PHE: “the context in which treatment is currently commissioned 
and provided, including financial pressures and service 
reconfiguration, has affected alcohol treatment numbers more than 
treatment numbers for other substances.”



Our political environment
• Strong government unlocked from Brexit

• But our people are not politically attractive

• Alcohol isn’t politically important

• Addictions strategy

• Monitoring unit

• Substance use is interwoven with related issues - brings both 
challenge and opportunity





How does the third sector reduce alcohol harm?

We…

1. Arise from community – ‘by us for us’, making natural partners for 
wider recovery services (mutual aid, peer support etc)

2. Have space to innovative – have the flexibility and outlook to 
experiment and take risks

3. Want to change the world – campaign for change as well as 
support people



How does the third sector reduce alcohol harm?

4. Thrive through partnership – part of third sector DNA through 
both necessity and outlook

5. ‘Infiltrate’ the community – adept at accessing people, esp. ‘hard 
to reach’. Eg Older people targeted through outreach.

6. Are driven by values – charities often created by those concerned 
with social justice as much as ‘treatment’



Case study: HAGA
• HAGA is an alcohol service in Tottenham, 

Haringey

• Delivers both treatment/support and 
campaigning



HAGA timeline
• 1981 HAGA founded in response to street drinkers in Finsbury Park

• 1986 HAGA recruits workers speaking diverse local languages

• 1991 Project New Start offers dry and wet housing to SUs

• 1996 Funded by the Lottery HAGA begins work with families

• 2004 Full-time alcohol and DV worker employed

• 2007 Alcohol Liaison Nurse employed to work in hospitals

• 2013 DrinkCoach app launched 

• 2018 Merged with Blenheim CDP

• 2019 Blenheim CDP merges with HumanKind





The boss speaks…
“We were a relatively small agency and able to be agile in a way that is not possible 
for everyone. We didn’t just run contracts, we engaged at a strategic level with local 
issues and quickly disseminated pragmatic responses throughout our services.

We had great support from commissioners who supported me in my obsession with 
developing early interventions for over 20 years!

A small project that addressed earlier intervention and engagement for people who 
traditionally did not use alcohol services in Haringey has now been taken up across 
the country.

In the first three weeks of 2019 the total number of Don’t Bottle It Up audit 
screenings across all commissioned boroughs is 14,428” Gail Priddy





Case study: BDP’s 50+ Crowd

• BDP is a charity in Bristol 
providing support to people with 
drug or alcohol problems, and 
their families



BDP timeline
• 1986 BDP opens

• 1987 Opens one of the first needle exchanges in the UK

• 1995 The Omari Project is launched – work with TOP to deliver 
support to opiate users in Kenya

• 1996 Launches BDP Youth Team

• 2013 Bristol Roads launched with St Mungos, DHI & others

• 2014 Part of Fulfilling Lives ‘Golden Key’ multiple need approach



BDP’s 50+ Crowd
• Bristol Drugs Project – founded in 1986

• 50+ Crowd offered weekly social drop-in

• Partnership with Better Aging Bristol to train over six weeks 50+ 
Support Champions to deliver peer support

• www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=98&v=OPaC9KwYFw8



Case study: Changing Lives’ ABA

• Changing Lives run specialist 
services across the country 
focused on homelessness, 
sexual exploitation, addictions, 
mental and physical health 
problems, long-term 
unemployment and poverty

• Started as part of the Cyrenians
network



Changing Lives’ ABA

• Hospital discharge project, ensuring no one is discharged 
to streets

• Funded by CCG

• Partnership between CL and York Hospital

• ABA covers many older people struggling with health, 
homelessness and alcohol use



Changing Lives’ ABA
Two essential characteristics:

1. Systems lens on pathways

2. Partnerships: within hospital (discharge liaison, rapid assessment, 
substance misuse, hepatology, MH liaison) and community (housing 
providers, substance use treatment, primary care, MH advocates)



Thank you

Oliver@collectivevoice.org.uk

Twitter: @OliverStanding

mailto:Oliver@collectivevoice.org.uk

